
Cat Toys Print and Play  

CAT MATHS PRINT AND PLAY RESOURCES  
INTRODUCING THE CAT PACK AND CAT MATHS 

The 75 Cat Pack cards have a wide range of activities possible. The Cat 
Toys print-and-play resource gives a taste of the many mathematical 
tasks that are possible.  

CONTENTS: 

There are twenty taster Cat Pack cards, showing the cats, their names and the toys they 
own. Each cat has between zero and four toys of different combinations. There are also two representations of each 
of the toys which can be cut out to help exploration. Print the page of cat cards and toys and cut them out. We 
suggest using card rather than laminating, for the sake of the planet. 

RICH TASK AND GAME: HAPPY SHARING CATS 

Shuffle the cards and deal them randomly face down into ten pairs of cats. Pairs or groups of cats who can share 
their toys out evenly between them are Happy Sharing Cats.  
Take turns turning over a pair of cards and deciding if they are happy sharing cats. If they are, the player keeps them. 
If not they get put into a discard pile. When the first lot has been sorted, shuffle the discard pile and try again.  
Some things to think about: What combinations of numbers of toys lead to happy sharing? (This is an examination of 
odd and even. Two odd or two even numbers lead to even numbers – which are happy sharing pair numbers) 
 
Extension: Explore what happens if you have three cats and want them to be Happy Sharing Cats. 

OTHER ACTIVITIES YOU COULD SUGGEST 
• Find pairs of cats with the same number of toys – this could be a memory game. 
• Sort the cats by their colour or picture. How many cats of each colour? How many toys owned by each 

colour. 
• Turn over two cats and add together their toys. 
• Turn over two cats and see how many toys they have the same. 
• How many of each toy are there? 

 

OTHER RESOURCES AT SHOP.CREATIVEMATHS.NET 

There are print and play resources for other maths activities, and physical cards 
in The Cat Pack. You can purchase and print them at shop.CreativeMaths.net 
The Cat Maths book has dozens of activities using The Cat Pack. You can 
purchase a printed copy or download the pdf at shop.CreativeMaths.net 

Get a sample of The Cat Maths book: CreativeMaths.net/CatBookSample 

COPYRIGHT 

Each purchased set of Cat Toys Print and Play resource may be printed many times within one school or household. 
A Cat Toys resource file may not be shared with other schools or households.  
Selling the Cat Toys images violates our copyright. For more information visit: CreativeMaths.net/copyright 

SUBSCRIPTION 

Subscribe to our newsletter at CreativeMaths.net for more ideas for teaching and learning maths and stats. 

https://shop.creativemaths.net/
https://shop.creativemaths.net/
https://shop.creativemaths.net/
https://www.dropbox.com/s/glfkvy0oud582pg/copyrightnotice.pdf?dl=0
https://statslc.us12.list-manage.com/subscribe?u=8580f528060aa572f83fe1856&id=e727e18591


Zeb and Diva are Happy Sharing cats. If 
Zeb gives one of his toys to Diva, they will 
each have the same number of toys.

Ronald and Tibs are not Happy Sharing 
Cats. They cannot share their toys so that 
they each have the same number of toys.

Happy Sharing Cats

Shuffle the cards and deal them randomly face down into ten pairs of cats. 
Take turns turning over a pair of cards and deciding if they are Happy Sharing 
cats. 
If they are, the player keeps them. 
If they are not Happy Sharing Cats they get put into a discard pile. When the first 
pairs have been sorted, shuffle the discard pile and try again. 
The first player to get five pairs wins.
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